
 
New Items - October 2019

 
Fiction:

Bloody genius 
by John Sandford 

When a culture war between rival departments at a local state
university culminates in the death of a renowned scholar, Virgil Flowers
struggles to identify a killer among a group of wildly passionate,
diametrically opposed zealots. Read by Eric Conger. Simultaneous.

The 19th Christmas 
by James Patterson 

Book Annotation

The night fire 
by Michael Connelly 

Receiving a notebook with details about a 20-year cold case, homicide
detective Harry Bosch teams up with LAPD detective Renée Ballard
before uncovering disturbing clues about his late mentor. By the best-
selling author of Dark Sacred Night. 750,000 first printing.
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Stealth 
by Stuart Woods 

Abruptly dispatched to a remote region of the U.K., Stone Barrington
teams up with two brilliant colleagues only to land in a trap that
reveals a rival power’s lethal agenda and the larger conspiracy of a
criminal mastermind. Read by Tony Roberts. Simultaneous.

Child's play : a novel 
by Danielle Steel 

Enduring her late husband’s death by embracing strict self-discipline to
secure her career and the prospects of her children, a prestigious
Manhattan attorney is confronted by astonishing secrets and an out-of-
wedlock baby. By the best-selling author of Fairytale. Simultaneous.

A better man 
by Louise Penny 

Searching for a missing woman amid a catastrophic flood and blistering
social media attacks, a demoted Armand Gamache bonds with the
victim’s distraught father, who contemplates a murder of his own. By
the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Kingdom of the Blind.
Read by Robert Bathurst. Simultaneous.

Cold storage : a novel 
by David Koepp 

A debut novel by the screenwriter of Jurassic Park follows the
desperate mission of a Pentagon bioterror operative and two unwitting
security guards to contain a highly contagious, deadly organism.
500,000 first printing.
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The toll : [Southern gothic horror with a
contemporary twist] 
by Cherie Priest 

While traveling to their honeymoon canoeing trip in the Okefenokee
Swamp, Titus wakes up in the middle of the road with his new wife
missing after encountering a narrow road with a rickety old bridge with
stone pilings. Original.

The twisted ones 
by T. Kingfisher 

"When Mouse's dad asks her to clean out her dead grandmother's house,
she says yes. After all, how bad could it be? Answer: pretty bad.
Grandma was a hoarder, and her house is packed to the gills with
useless garbage. That would be horrors enough, but there's more.
Mouse stumbles across her step-grandfather's journal, which at first
seems to be the ravings of a broken mind. Until she encounters some of
the terrifying things he described herself. Alone in the woods with her
dog, Mouse has to confront a series of impossible terrors--because
sometimes the things that go bump in the night are real, and they're
looking for you. And if she doesn't face them head on, she might not
survive to tell the tale"

Bad man : a novel 
by Dathan Kahn Auerbach 

Haunted by the disappearance of his younger brother five years earlier,
Ben takes a job at the store where his brother went missing, where he
encounters eerie co-workers and unsettling phenomena. By the author
of Penpal

The missing years 
by Lexie Elliott 

When Ailsa Calder inherits her childhood home in the craggy peaks of
the Scottish Highlands, she must contend with memories of her 27-
years-gone father, a half-sister she's hardly known, the fact that
neighborhood animals avoid the garden—and the nighttime intruder.
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Strangers at the gate : a novel 
by Catriona McPherson 

Moving into her boss’s gatehouse in the wake of a law partnership, a
deacon’s wife is alarmed by otherworldly noises on the property before
her boss is brutally murdered. By the Anthony Award-winning author of
Quiet Neighbors.

The ultimate hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy 
by Douglas Adams 

In this collection of novels, Arthur Dent is introduced to the galaxy at
large when he is rescued by an alien friend seconds before Earth's
destruction, and embarks on a series of amazing adventures with his
new companion

Olive, again 
by Elizabeth Strout 

A sequel to Olive Kitteridge finds Olive struggling to understand herself
while bonding with a teen suffering from loss, a woman who gives birth
unexpectedly, a nurse harboring a longtime crush and a lawyer who
resists an unwanted inheritance.
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The bone keeper 
by Luca Veste 

An injured woman is found wandering the streets and claims to have
escaped the Bone Keeper, an urban legend who may not be a legend

Before the devil fell : a novel 
by Neil Olson 

Returning to his Boston village hometown to care for an aging parent,
Will is embroiled in the case of a mysterious death and the New
England witchcraft traditions upheld by his mother’s spirit circle.
25,000 first printing.

A single thread 
by Tracy Chevalier 

Facing limited prospects after the loss of her loved ones, a woman joins
a circle of embroiderers continuing a centuries-long tradition at the
Winchester Cathedral. By the best-selling author of Girl With a Pearl
Earring.
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Things you save in a fire 
by Katherine Center 

When a family emergency compels her move from Texas to Boston, a
skilled firefighter becomes the only woman in her new firehouse and
navigates discrimination, low funding and her private edicts about
falling in love with another firefighter. By the New York Times best-
selling author of How to Walk Away.

Red metal 
by Mark Greaney 

A high-ranking American Marine joins a team of international military
elites to prevent a Russian strike against Europe that threatens to
change the balance of power in the West. By the best-selling author of
the Gray Man series.

The Dutch house : a novel 
by Ann Patchett 

A tale set over the course of five decades traces a young man’s rise
from poverty to wealth and back again as his prospects center around
his family’s lavish Philadelphia estate. By the award-winning author of
Commonwealth. (general fiction). (This book was listed in a previous
issue of Forecast.) 250,000 first printing. Tour.
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The water dancer : a novel 
by Ta-Nehisi Coates 

A Virginia slave narrowly escapes a drowning death through the
intervention of a mysterious force that compels his escape and personal
underground war against slavery. By the National Book Award-winning
author of Between the World and Me. (historical fiction). (This book
was listed in a previous issue of Forecast.) Tour.

Red at the bone 
by Jacqueline Woodson 

As Melody celebrates a coming of age ceremony at her grandparents’
house in 2001 Brooklyn, her family remembers 1985, when Melody’s
own mother prepared for a similar party that never took place in this
novel about different social classes. (general fiction). (This book was
listed in a previous issue of Forecast.)

Waiting for Tom Hanks 
by Kerry Winfrey 

Annie Cassidy, a rom-com-obsessed romantic waiting for her perfect
leading man learns that life doesn’t always go according to a script, in
a delightfully charming and funny novel. Original.

Whose waves these are 
by Amanda Dykes 

Book Annotation
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Lies 
by T. M. Logan 

Book Annotation

The me I used to be : a novel 
by Jennifer Ryan 

Inheriting her late father's ranch after serving time in prison,
Evangeline navigates family hostilities and attempts to clear her name
with the help of her arresting officer, who now believes in her
innocence. Original. 100,000 first printing.

The Secret History 
by Tartt, Donna 

Book Annotation

She's come undone 
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by Wally Lamb 

Spending the years between the age of thirteen and womanhood
watching television and eating the junk food her mother provides,
wise-mouthed and wounded Dolores Price finally decides to give her
life a chance. Reissue.

While I was gone 
by Sue Miller 

Having moved on with her life after a friend was brutally murdered, Jo
Becker is now married with a grown family, but when an old housemate
moves into the neighborhood, Jo rekindles a relationship that takes her
back to the past and threatens her future

Dandelion wine 
by Ray Bradbury 

In the unusual world of Green Town, Illinois, a twelve-year-old
discovers the wonders of reality and the power of imagination during
the summer of 1928

The lost husband : a novel 
by Katherine Center 

After the sudden loss of her husband, Libby Moran, falling on hard
times, gets an unexpected chance to start over when an estranged aunt
offers her a job and a place to live on a goat farm where she and her
children discover that country life isn't quite what they expected--but
is just what they need. Original.
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How to Walk Away 
by Katherine Center 

Book Annotation

Spirit of the season 
by Fern Michaels 

Book Annotation

A Mrs. Miracle Christmas : a novel 
by Debbie Macomber 

Struggling with her grandmother’s failing health and her inability to
have a child, a woman receives unexpected help from a kindhearted
stranger at the same time her dreams begin coming true. By the best-
selling author of Alaskan Holiday. (romance).
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The shape of night : a novel 
by Tess Gerritsen 

Moving to a coastal community in Maine, a woman trying to outrun her
past is confronted by a string of murders and the ghost of a sea captain
who is haunting her isolated home. By the best-selling author of
Harvest.

Year of the monkey 
by Patti Smith 

From the National Book Award-winning author of Just Kids and M Train
comes a memoir in which dreams and reality are vividly woven into a
tapestry of one transformative year. Illustrations. Tour.

The missing movie 
by Geronimo Stilton 

When New Mouse City holds its first film festival and top directors from
around the world submit their movies to compete for a grand prize,
Hercule and Geronimo spring to action to solve the mystery surrounding
the disappearance of Mousen Scorsese’s film entry. Original.
Illustrations.

The magic misfits 
by Neil Patrick Harris 

A young street magician teams up with other talented street kids to
save their town from a crime boss and his goons
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Boy-crazy Stacey : A Graphic Book 
by Gale Galligan 

A latest graphic novel adaptation of a fan-favorite Baby-Sitters Club
story finds Stacey and Mary Anne babysitting for two weeks at the
Jersey shore, where Stacey is distracted by a cute lifeguard. By the
Newbery Honor-winning author of A Corner of the Universe.
Simultaneous. Illustrations.

Best friends 
by Shannon Hale 

A follow-up to Real Friends finds Shannon embarking on a promising
sixth grade year before the constantly changing rules of her best
friend’s in-crowd make her question whether popularity is worth the
trouble. Simultaneous. Illustrations

Guts 
by Raina Telgemeier 

Developing a chronic stomachache that she initially dismisses as a bug,
young Raina discovers that her symptoms are related to her anxieties
about school, food and changing friendships, in a story based on the
Eisner Award-winning author’s childhood. Simultaneous. Illustrations.
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The world that we knew : a novel 
by Alice Hoffman 

Sent away to 1941 Paris when Berlin becomes too dangerous for Jewish
families, a young girl bonds with her protective mystical golem; while
her friend, a rabbi’s daughter, rises to become a defender of their
people. (historical fiction). (This book was listed in a previous issue of
Forecast.)

Something wicked this way comes 
by Ray Bradbury 

Two boys' lives are changed forever when a sinister travelling carnival
stops at their Illinois town

The illustrated man 
by Ray Bradbury 

Book Annotation
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